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Award-winning multimedia artist Philip Noyed is poised to leave his 
audiences feeling awe and a sense of wonder as he introduces Neo Art 
Space VR art adventure.  

Neo Art Space is the first galaxy of immersive VR art and features the 
most cutting-edge immersive light art anyone has ever seen.  

Neo Art Space contains over 30 beautiful light experiences - 
bioluminescent caves, radiantly colorful forests, electric energy fields, 
aurora borealis skies and geometric light spaces. 

You walk through a black hole and emerge on a walkway amidst planets, 
stars and super novas. You enter into planets and light fields alive with 
light in motion.

The Neo Art Space is designed to be transformative and healing, 
meditative and joyful.  

Neo Art Space is vast in scale. Visitors explore over 100,000 square 
feet and over 10 stories high art experience – creating their own 
experience by teleporting along pathways, jumping through portals to 
new experiences, space walking or even flying.   

Multiple friends – from anywhere in the world – can enjoy this 
adventure together.  

Neo Art Space VR is being developed for release in 2022. A 
demonstration version is available for PC VR that you can request – 
Philip can join you in Neo Art Space and show you around! Or, you can 
access a PC Desktop version demo. 

Keep up to date with Neo Art Space events at NeoArtSpace.com 
where you can sign up for an email newsletter, or social sites. You can 
join the community at our Neo Art Space Discord site.
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https://www.neoartspace.com/


Traveling through time and space, 
you emerge in a new galaxy as an 
explorer of planets, stars and dazzling 
moving colorful light art experiences. 
You explore over thirty experiences 
orchestrated with ethereal music to 
help you move from everyday 3D 
experience to a transcendent 5D 
consciousness. 

You can create your own experience 
via teleporting wherever you want 
to go on pathways through glowing 
light caves, into planets, through 
radiant forests, inside zinging energy 
fields, or watch an eclipse from a 
space observation zone. The array of 
experience are as boundless as the 
universe you are in. You can even create 
your own interactive geometric art. 

Sharing the experience with others 
only amplifies its effect. You can 
meet family and friends inside and 
experience the awe and wonder in the 
Neo Art Space VR together, making 
unforgettable memories that are as 
unique as the art space you are in.  

You’ll be transported to spectacular 
experiences that are out of this 
world. Truly. 

Neo Art Space Intro Video
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VISIT A WOW-INSPIRING NEW GALAXY OF 

VR LIGHT ART

https://www.neoartspace.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yT-M5F90sVM&t=2s&ab_channel=NeoArtLab
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yT-M5F90sVM&t=2s&ab_channel=NeoArtLab


Philip Noyed is an innovative multimedia artist living 
and working in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Philip creates 
virtual reality (VR) art, abstract photographs, geometric 
illumination light sculptures, kinetic mobiles, videos, 3D 
paintings and mixed-media public art installations. 

His artwork represents the quintessential contemporary 
art movement using cutting-edge creative technology 
that is changing the way art is experienced today. Bold 
colors, light, and high-voltage geometric compositions 
characterize the variety of artworks he creates.

Through Neo Art Space, Philip wants people to revolutionize 
their idea of experiencing art. Instead of looking at curated 
art on walls or pedestals, Philip wants people to be fully 
immersed in the art and experience it with all their 
senses. People navigate freely to create their own unique 
experience… from rapidly hopping from portal to portal 
to simply meditating in a gorgeous light space.
  
Philip has shown is art nationally and internationally.  He 
has won many awards both for his art and for Creative 
Direction. His artwork has been featured in national 
and international magazines and he has been featured 
on TV, Radio and Podcasts. He is a speaker on art and 
technology, the healing power of art and branding. 
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I begin by photographing subjects, 
usually my own oil paintings, at 
slow shutter speeds, transforming 
hard-edged, dimensional shapes into 
vibrant light-emitting compositions.

I also skew, distort, cut, 
replicate and merge the 
sampled images, creating 
new kaleidoscopic shapes.
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Philip Noyed has been commissioned to 
create public art installations that activate 
and transform spaces.  He uses LED lights 
to illuminate large-scale images – some 
sixty feet long!  He invented kinetic 4-sided 
diamonds to create colorful mobiles. 
He uses innovative materials including 
translucent photo prints, rainbow vinyl 
and dichroic film.
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ART & HEALING 

Philip Noyed is on the forefront of exploring 
the healing power of art experiences both 
in VR and using LED lights, sound and 
sacred geometry. Philip uses innovative 
light and sound system technology to create 
installations that are both awesome art 
experiences and healing spaces.

In art, color is often only seen as being 
merely representational or expressive.  In 
fact, color, light and sound are all frequency 
waves that effect people psychologically and 
physiologically. There are many scientific 
studies that demonstrate color and sound 
waves provide healing therapy.  Philip uses 
this understanding to create healing spaces. 

THE RAINBOW PYRAMID

The sacred geometric form of the Rainbow 
Pyramid acts both as a transmitter and a 
receiver; it also has a center point balance 
of North, South, East, West, Earth and the 
Heavens.  The mirrored floor allows visitors 
to see the pyramid below as well as above 
creating a diamond space in the very center 
perfect for centering and meditation.  

The LED lights move through all seven colors 
of the Rainbow/Chakras while music plays 
that corresponds to each of the frequencies 
of the colors.  The overall effect of the 
pyramid, colors and music is to create a sense 
of peaceful alignment of all the chakras.   
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The “Geometric Illumination” series is 
based on a radical reinterpretation 
of photography that transforms 
the photograph from a “window 
on the world” to geometric light 
sculptures. The original images are 
digitally amplified and used as 
building blocks to transform into 
new, unique images and mounted 
on acrylic to create sculptural 
objects. 

The “Geometric Illumination” series 
explores light, color, abstract image 
design, form and space. The 
artworks are wall-mounted or 
free standing. The use of LED 
lights behind images creates 
brilliant colors and a glowing 
ambiance. The kinetic “Geometric 
Mobiles” use single or multiple 
diamonds with translucent images 
or dichroic film to activate space.

https://www.instagram.com/neo_art_space/
https://www.instagram.com/neo_art_space/
https://www.instagram.com/neo_art_space/


Noyed’s background as a ceramic artist and 
also an expressionist painter have imbued 
his artwork with dimension and movement. 
In addition to skillful application of design 
elements, color has always been a constant 
source of inspiration for the artist.

His ‘‘Geometric Illuminations’’ series demostrate 
the culmination of his exploration of light, 
color and space. Accurately named, they 
successfully embrace the essence of geometric 
abstract painting and produce a light-filled 
ambiance.
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2017 Minneapolis – St. Paul International Airport 
Commission “Leap of Joy” and “Aurora Borrealis”

Minneapolis Convention Center, “Art is a Hammer”

2016 North Dakota State University, Art 
Americas Show, “Solarium Prism”

Manhattan Arts International, Healing Power of 
Art Show, “Music of the Heart”

2015 Art Spectrum Miami, Featured Light Artist, 
“Rainbow Pyramid” 

Art Spectrum Miami, “Geometric Illuminations and 
Mobiles”

Northern Spark Light Show, “Rainbow Pyramid”

Phipps Center for the Arts, “Geometric Illuminations 
and Mobiles”

Jungle Red Gallery, “Geometric Illuminations and 
Mobiles”

2015 Corporate Art Force, “Namaste Connections”

2014 Caelum Gallery (NYC), International Group 
Show, “Geometric Illuminations”

2013 Rossmor Exhibit, “Geometric Illuminations”

2012 NYC Times Square Billboard, “Heart of the 
Sunrise Improv 3”

2011 Banfil-Lock Art Center, “Pretend the World”

Bashimi Gallery (Salzburg), “Surrealism Photography 
Show’’
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“Rainbow Pyramid in Sedona”

Art Palermo International Biennial

Segnalti Budapest, Hungary

2020 TractorWorks Gallery, “The Joy of Color”

ESC: Experiential Sensory Collective, “Immersive 
VR Art”

Brookview VR Art show, “Ascension VR”

2019 Hopkins Art Center, “Geometric Illuminations 
and Mobiles”

Rosedale Center, “Rainbow Pyramid”

2018 801 Gallery, “Geometric Illuminations and 
Mobiles”

Gamut Gallery, C4W show, “RGY Mobile”

Prove Gallery, Chromatica show, “Turqouise Light 
Wave”
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https://issuu.com/philipnoyed/docs/lake-of-the-isles-article
https://www.arttourinternational.com/philip-noyed/
https://thechicagojournal.com/philip-noyed-invites-everyone-to-an-extraordinary-vr-experience-as-he-launches-the-neo-art-space/
https://www.gamingpressreleases.com/2021/09/23/unseen-first-galaxy-of-immersive-vr-art-set-to-launch-in-2022/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVNlBUm0ORg&ab_channel=ArtForce
https://vrverdict.podbean.com/e/54-philip-noyed/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Co_0DJgZljQ&t=12s&ab_channel=MNOriginal
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUTvd-5m2uw&ab_channel=REM5VR


CONTACT
/NeoArtSpace

/Neo_Art_Space

/NeoArtSpace1
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philipnoyed@gmail.com www.philipnoyed.com

www.NeoArtSpace.com

https://www.facebook.com/NeoArtSpace/
https://www.facebook.com/NeoArtSpace/
https://twitter.com/NeoArtSpace1
https://twitter.com/NeoArtSpace1
https://www.instagram.com/neo_art_space/
https://www.instagram.com/neo_art_space/
https://www.philipnoyed.com/about-philip-noyed
https://www.neoartspace.com/contact
https://www.facebook.com/NeoArtSpace/
https://www.instagram.com/neo_art_space/
https://twitter.com/NeoArtSpace1
https://www.philipnoyed.com/
https://www.neoartspace.com/

